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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this note is to define and study weakly induced fuzzy 
topological spaces, a natural generalization of Weiss’ induced spaces [9] and 
Lowen’s topologically generated spaces [ 31. 
We refer to [8] as a general reference on fuzzy topological spaces. 
In Section 2 it is shown that fuzzy compactness, strong fuzzy 
compactness, and ultra fuzzy compactness are equivalent in the class of 
weakly induced spaces, and that every fuzzy compact Hausdorff space is 
weakly induced. Also it is shown that a fuzzy space X is an induced space iff 
X is a weakly induced space in which every constant map from X into the 
closed unit interval I is fuzzy open. In Section 3 it is shown that if X is a 
fuzzy space and BX denotes an ultra fuzzy compactification of X as defined 
in [7], then X is weakly induced iff BX is weakly induced. Finally, in 
Section 4 it is shown that the product of a family of fuzzy spaces is weakly 
induced iff each coordinate space is weakly induced. 
If F is a fuzzy topology on the set X, let F, denote the O-1 valued 
members of F, that is, Fc is the set of all characteristic maps in F. Then Fc is 
a fuzzy topology on X. Throughout the paper, if A c X, let pa denote the 
characteristic map of the subset A, that is, ,u~(x) = 1 if x E A and pA(x) = 0 
if x E X-A. Define F,* = {A c X: p’a E FJ. The fuzzy space (X, F,) is 
essentially the same as the topological space (X, F,*). 
If f is a fuzzy set in X and x E X, then f(x) has been refered to as the 
“grade of membership of x in f” [9]. Apparently with this intuitive idea in 
mind, Weiss stated the following heuristic principle [9]: If (X, 7) is a 
topological space and f is a fuzzy set in X, then we should regard f as 
“closed” if, whenever (x,} is a net in (X, r) and x, -+x, then x is at least as 
much in f as the elements x, eventually are, that is, lim sup, (f(x,)} (f(x). 
But, as Weiss observed, this is the condition that the function f be upper 
semi-continuous, that is, that the function 1 -f be lower semi-continuous. 
Weiss was therefore led to make the following definition: 
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DEFINITION 1.1. If (X, 7’) is a topological space, the induced fuzzy 
topology w(T) on X is the collection of all lower semi-continuous maps from 
(X, ZJ into I, where the closed unit interval Z has the usual topology. 
We rephrase Definition 1.1 as follows: 
DEFINITION 1.2. A fuzzy space (X, F) is said to be an induced fuzzy 
space, or an induced space, provided that F is the collection of all lower 
semi-continuous maps from (X, Fz) into I. 
Induced fuzzy spaces are equivalent o the topologically generated spaces 
of Lowen [3]. We shall let I.s.c. stand for lower semi-continuous and U.S.C. 
stand for upper semi-continuous. 
Weiss’ heuristic principle states that if f: (X, 7) + Z is an U.S.C. map on the 
topological space (X, r> into Z, then f should be a closed fuzzy set. Reversing 
this yields a weaker but related idea, namely, that if (X, F) is a fuzzy space 
and f: X -+ Z is a fuzzy closed set, then f should be an U.S.C. map with respect 
to the topology F,* on X. We formalize this idea in the following definition. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A fuzzy space (X, F) is said to be a weakly induced 
fuzzy space, provided that whenever g E F, then g: (X, Fr) + I is a 1.s.c. 
map. 
Observe that every induced space is weakly induced and that every 
topological space, regarded as a fuzzy space via the fuzzy topology of all the 
characteristic maps of the open sets, may be thought of as a weakly induced 
space. It is easy to construct examples of weakly induced spaces which are 
neither induced spaces nor obtained from topological spaces through the 
characteristic maps of open sets. 
2. FUZZY COMPACTNESS 
The concepts of fuzzy compactness [3] and of ultra fuzzy compactness 
[5] are due to Lowen. The concepts of an a-compact fuzzy space and of a 
fuzzy space which is a-compact for all a satisfying 0 < a < 1 are due to 
Gantner, Steinlage, and Warren [ 11. Spaces which are a-compact for all a 
satisfying 0 < a < 1 are called strongly fuzzy compact in [5], where it is 
shown that every ultra fuzzy compact space is strongly fuzzy compact and 
every strongly fuzzy compact space is fuzzy compact. 
A fuzzy set f in a fuzzy space (X, F) is said to be fuzzy compact if, for 
every family G c F such that sup{ g: g E G) > f and every E > 0, there exists 
a finite subfamily G, c G such that sup{ g: g E G,} 2 f - E. A fuzzy space 
(X, F) is fuzzy compact provided that each constant map from X into Z is 
fuzzy compact. 
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A fuzzy space (X, F) is Hausdorff provided that if x and y are distinct 
points of X, then there exist maps f and g in F such that f(x) = 1, g(y) = 1. 
and f(z) A g(z) = 0 for every z in X. 
THEOREM 2.1. Every fuzzy compact Hausdor- space in a weakly 
induced space. 
Proof: Let (X, F) be a fuzzy compact Hausdorff space. Letf E F and a 
satisfy 0 <a < 1. Let A =f-‘[(a, 111. W e need only show that puA belongs to 
F in order to show that f is a I.s.c. map relative to F,*, that is, in order to 
show that X is a weakly induced space. 
Let x0 be an arbitrary point in A. Choose E > 0 such that a + E < f(xO). 
Leta,=a+sandA,=f-r[(a,,l]]. 
For each y in X -A, there exist maps h, and gY in F such that hy( y) = 1, 
g,(x,)= 1, and h,A gY=O. We have sup({h,: yEX-A,}U {f})>a,. 
Since (X, F) is fuzzy compact, we can choose a finite number of points in 
X-A,, say y,, y, ,..., y,, such that (h,, V hY2 V . . . V hy,) V f > a + E - 2-- ‘. 
Define gxO = g,l A gpI A . .. A gp”. Then g,Jx,) = 1. If y E X-A, then 
f(y) < a so that hyi( y) > a for some yi with 1 < i < n. Since hYi A gYi = 0 
and hyi( y) > 0, we have gYi( y) = 0 whence g,,(y) = 0 for every y in X - A. 
We have shown that for each x in A, there exists g, E F such that 
g,(x)=1 and g,(y)=0 if yEX-A. Define g=sup{g,:xEA). Then 
g E F and g = pA, completing the proof. 
The following simple lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
LEMMA 2.2. If (X, F) is fuzzy compact, then (X, F,*) is compact. 
Proof Let (X, F) be fuzzy compact. Let (G, : a E A } be an open cover of 
(X, F,*). For each a in A, let g, denote the characteristic map of G,. Then 
for each x in X, there exists an a in A with g,(x) = 1. Given any E satisfying 
0 < E < 1, there exists a finite subfamily {g,: a E B c A} of (g,: a E A} such 
that sup{ g,(x):a E B} > 1 - F > 0 for all x in X. But then 
sup{ g,(x): a E B} = 1 for all x, that is, {G,: a E B) is a finite subcover of 
{G,: a E A), completing the proof. 
We now have the following: 
THEOREM 2.3. If X is a fuzzy Hausdorff space or a weakly induced 
space, then the following are equivalent: 
(i) The space X is ultra fuzzy compact. 
(ii) The space X is strongly fuzzy compact. 
(iii) The space X is fuzzy compact. 
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Proof. That (i) implies (ii) and (ii) implies (iii) are known [S]. If X is 
weakly induced, then (iii) implies (i) follows from Lemma 2.2. If X is fuzzy 
Hausdorff and fuzzy compact, then X is weakly induced by Theorem 2.1, so 
that again (iii) implies (i), completing te proof. 
The following theorem relates induced spaces and weakly induced spaces. 
THEOREM 2.4. A fuzzy space (X, F) is an induced space zr (X, F) is a 
weakly induced space in which every constant map from X into Z belongs to 
F. 
Proof It is clear that every induced fuzzy space (X, F) is weakly induced 
and that constant maps belong to F. Therefore, let (X, F) be a weakly 
induced fuzzy space such that every constant map from X into Z belongs to 
F. Let f be any 1.s.c. map from (X, F,*) into I. Let z E X such that f(z) = 
b > 0. For an arbitrary E > 0, there exists a positive real number a such that 
a < b and b - a < E. Let g be defined by g(x) = a for all x in X. Let G = 
f -‘[(a, l]]. Since f is 1.s.c. relative to F,*, necessarily GE F,*, that is, 
pc E F. Letting h = ,q A g, we see that h E F, h < f and f(x) - h(x) < E for 
all x in X. It follows that f is the supremum or fuzzy union of such functions 
h of F, that is, that f E F, completing the proof. 
Combining Theorems 2.1 and 2.4, we get the following interesting result 
announced in [6]. 
COROLLARY 2.5 (Lowen). Every fuzzy compact Hausdor- space in 
which the constant fuzzy sets are fuzzy open is an induced space. 
3. ULTRA FUZZY COMPACTIFICATIONS 
Let (X, F) be a fuzzy space and let (BX, r) be any compact opological 
space which contains (X, z(F)) as a dense subspace, where, following Lowen 
in [4], we let r(F) denote the smallest topology on X which makes every 
member of F a 1.s.c. map from (X, z(F)) into I. Define F, to be the set of all 
1.s.c. maps g: (BX, T) + Z such that g 1 X, g restricted to X, belongs to F. In 
[ 71 it is shown that F, is a fuzzy topology, that (BX, Fr) is ultra fuzzy 
compact, and that (X, F) is dense in (BX, I;,). Moreover, if (X, t(F)) is 
completely regular and (/3X, 7’) is the Stone-Tech compactification of 
(X, t(F)), then (/IX, F,) has the extension property normally associated with 
a Stone-Tech compactification. 
We now show that (X, F) is weakly induced iff (BX, Fr) is weakly 
induced, where (BX, 7’) is any compactification of (X, r(F)). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X = (X, F) be a fuzzy topological space and BX = 
(BX, Fr) be an ultra fuzzy compactification of X. The following hold: 
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(a) The constant maps from X into I belong to F iff the constant maps 
from BX into Z belong to F,. 
(b) The members of F are characteristic maps iff the members of F, 
are characteristic maps. 
(c) The space X is weakly induced if BX is weakly induced. 
(d) The space X is induced tflBX is an induced space. 
Proof: Let (X, F) be a fuzzy space and (BX, 7) be a topological compac- 
tilication of (X, t(F)). Let F, = (g : g is a 1.s.c. map from (BX, r> into Z such 
that g(X belongs to F). Given fE F, for every real number a define 
VII=f-‘[(a, l]]. Then let 2 =BX-cl&X- I’,) andj‘: BX+Zbyflx)= 
sup{a:xE Vz}. Observe thatf]X=f; in [7] it is shown thatp: (BX, T)-+I 
is a 1.s.c. map, so thatfE F,. 
To establish (a), assume that every constant map from X into Z belongs 
to F. Iff is a constant map in F, then it is straightforward to show that 3 is 
also a constant map, so that the constant maps from BX into Z must belong 
to F,. Conversely, if every constant map from BX into Z belongs to F,, then 
by the definition of F,, every constant map from X into Z belongs to F, and 
(a) is established. 
Verification of (b) is equally simple and we omit the details. 
To establish (c), assume that (X, F) is a weakly induced space. Let 
f E F,. We must show that f - ’ [ (a, I]] E (FT):. Let g = f ] X, then 
g-‘[ (a, I]] E F,*. Let g-l [(a, 1]] = A c X and let h = pu,, the characteristic 
map of A in X. Since (X, F) is weakly induced, the set A belongs to F,* so 
that h E F. Now f E F, so that f: (BX, 7’) + Z is a 1.s.c. map. It follows that 
fp’[(a, l]]=BE T so that 6 = pu, is a 1.s.c. map from (BX, 7’) into I. Since 
6 1 X = h, it follows by the definition of F, that 6 E F,, that is, that 
B E (FT):. This implies that f: (BX, (F,),*) + Z is a 1.s.c. map, that is, that 
(BX, FT) is a weakly induced space. 
To prove the converse, assume that (BX, FT) is a weakly induced space 
and let f E F. Then the map 3 belongs to F, and F =f 1 X. Let 
A =f-‘[(a, 111 and B=$-‘[(a,l]]. We have A=BnX and 
B E (FT): c T so that A E F,*. It follows that f: (X, Fz) --t Z is a 1.s.c. map, 
that is, that (X, F) is weakly induced, establishing part (c). 
Part (d) is an immediate consequence of parts (a) and (c) and 
Theorem 2.4, completing the proof. 
4. PRODUCTS 
Recall the following definition of the product of a family of fuzzy spaces 
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DEFINITION 4.1. Let {(X,, F,): a E A} be a family of fuzzy spaces and 
let X = n {X,}. Let pa : X--f X, be the projection map for each a in A. Let 
S,= {go pa: gEF,{ and S= {f:fES, for some lz in A]. Let F be the 
fuzzy topology on X having S as a subbase. The fuzzy space (X, F) is called 
the fuzzy product of the family {(X,, F,)\. 
The fuzzy product of induced spaces is induced, and we now establish the 
analogous result for weakly induced spaces. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let {(X0, F,): a E A) be a family of fuzzy spaces. The 
fuzzy product n {(X,, F,)] is weakly induced 5ff each factor space (X,, F,) 
is weakly induced. 
Proof, First assume that (X,, F,) is weakly induced for each a in A and 
let (X, r) denote the topological product n {(X,, (F,): ). Each projection 
P, : (X3 r) -+ (XQ 7 (F,),*) is continuous. If g E F,, then g: (X, , (F,),*) --t I is a 
1.~. map whence g o pa: (X, 7’) + Z is also a 1.s.c. map. But then every g in F 
is a 1,s.~. map from (X, 7’) into Z since the family (g o pa : g E F, , a E A } is 
a subbase for F, the fuzzy product topology. It follows that (X, F) is a 
weakly induced space. 
Conversely, suppose that the fuzzy product (X, F) is weakly induced. Let 
g E F,, . We must show that g: (X,, (F,),*) + Z is a 1,s.~. map. We have 
gop,~SS,cFsothatgop,:(X,F,X)-tZisaI.s.c.map.ForaE[O,1)we 
have (g o ~,)-‘[(a, I]] = p;‘[g-‘[(a, I ]] being open; since p, is a quotient 
map, this implies that g-‘[(a, l]] is open in (X,, (F,):), that is, that g is a 
1.s.c. map, completing the proof. 
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